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Get Involved
Classy is the home of the “Get Involved” button. By setting up a get
involved page you can offer your supporters a custom fundraising menu.
They can make donations, participate in upcoming events or campaigns,
and (best of all) they can host their own fundraisers.
At it’s core, the “get involved” idea is really about empowering your
supporters to raise money for your organization in their own ways.
Fundraising becomes an extension of individual personality.
Like to run? Run a road race for your favorite charity.
Like to sing? Hold a performance
for a cause you care about.
Like to sing while you run? Well,
ok…whatever floats your boat.
Do your thing, just make sure you
do it for a good cause.
By tying your fundraising into the
activities your supporters care
about you will build stronger

Don’t have your
“Get Involved”
Button Yet?
GET STARTED
IT’S FREE →

connections with them. Getting
them active is also a much better way to form relationships than simply
asking for donations is. Sound good?
It is good….it is very good…
BUT …establishing and growing your supporter-driven fundraising
requires a bit more than just slapping your get involved button up on your
website.
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This guide gives you the simple steps you need to follow to build your
supporter-driven fundraising at every stage of the game. Stick with
the program and you will be on your way to building a community of
fundraisers capable of sustaining your organization for years to come!
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Launching Your “Get Involved”
Button
The first thing you’ve got to do once you’ve got your Get Involved button
up is (drumroll)….let your supporters know about it! I know, I know, it’s not
exactly earth-shattering advice, but it’s good advice nonetheless.
Don’t go down the path of the novice Internet fundraiser. Make sure you
dedicate plenty of time to promoting the launch of your new fundraising
capabilities. Just posting the button on your website and waiting around
for something to happen is a recipe for failure. You need to get the word
out and get people excited about hosting their own fundraisers.
Here’s how to make it happen.

1. MAKE A SPLASH
The best way to debut your new “Get Involved” button is to create some
fanfare around its launch. Check out these ideas to generate some
excitement:
Contests — Contests are an easy way to create some enthusiasm among
your supporters. The important part of creating a contest is making sure
the prize you are offering is something your supporters actually care
about winning. Try thinking of what prizes you might be able to offer. Will
you give a prize to the most creative fundraiser? The one that raises the
most money? Consider creating a month-long contest to launch your “Get
Involved” button into the spotlight.
Lead by Example — Have your staff, and even your Board members,
create their own innovative personal fundraisers. Then use your e-mail
communications, your newsletters, and your website to highlight these
efforts. Feature a new one each week as a segment in your regular
supporter communications. End each message by challenging your
supporters to get involved by creating their own fundraisers.
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‘Your Cause’ Month — Many causes have an awareness month
associated with them. October is (as most people know) breast cancer
awareness month. If your cause has an awareness month, you can
capitalize on the added attention you receive during this period by
launching your “Get Involved” button then. Make sure you include sections
about your “Get Involved” button in all of your supporter communications
that month. You can make it the centerpiece of your awareness campaign!
Hopefully these ideas will give you a good starting point. But don’t just let
us tell you what to do, brainstorm your own creative launch ideas!

2. PUBLICIZE
Once you’ve developed an idea for your launch, you need to think about
how you’re going to get the word out to your supporters. You should use
multiple communication channels to make sure you are drumming up
excitement and letting all of your supporters know about the launch. Here
are some ways to keep your supporters in the loop:
Dedicated E-mail — Create a few e-mails about the launch of your get
involved button. Make sure you focus on generating excitement and give
your supporters a clear call to action.
Social Media — Reinforce your direct messaging with softer social media
channels. Take to Facebook and Twitter and let your online followers know
all about the launch of your “Get Involved” campaign.
Your Homepage — Highlight your new “Get Involved” section prominently
on your homepage. With a couple of brief sentences let visitors know
exactly what your launch is all about.
Newsletter — Repetition is the key to reaching all of your supporters.
Layer in information about your “Get Involved” campaign launch into your
regular newsletters so you’re making sure it stays top of mind.
Tap Core Supporters — Enlist your core supporters to spread the word.
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Have them spread the word through their own social media accounts to
further your reach.
Cross Promotions — Leverage the popularity of existing events to get
the word out about your new “Get Involved” capabilities. Have a popular
event? Layer in information about your “Get Involved” launch in the
communications for that event.

3. COMMUNICATE
So you’ve come up with an inspired idea for your launch, you’ve let your

supporters know what’s happening, and you’ve created some excitement.
Now that people are starting to visit your “Get Involved” page and create
their own fundraisers what should you be focused on?
At this point your job is to make sure as many of your supporters as
possible follow through on their fundraising plans. Your primary tool in this
effort will be your ability to communicate.
Preemptive Congratulations — When supporters start creating their own
events, get out in front of things by thanking them for their commitment.
Send them a quick e-mail letting them know how important their
participation is to the continued success of your organization. By setting
an appreciative tone in your initial communication, you will make it much
harder for people to forget, give up, or fail to follow through.
Be Responsive — As you see supporters’ efforts get underway reach
out to them with brief communications. Congratulate people on reaching
benchmarks, comment on their event pages, and of course respond to
their inquiries. If supporters feel like you are right there with them, they will
follow through in greater numbers.
Encouragement — Fundraising often goes through peaks and valleys.
Someone might get off to a strong start but then start to fizzle. That’s when
you need to be ready to step right in with a personal e-mail or a quick
phone call to encourage your supporter to keep going. Remind supporters
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of the successes they’ve already had and how important their efforts are to
your cause.
Keep it Relevant — You should consider creating a regular e-mail update
for your active fundraisers. Keep them apprised of the progress they’re
making as a group and let them know what that means for your programs.
Reinforce the fact that their success means the success of your important
organizational goals.
The Personal Touch — Don’t underestimate the impact that a two line
personal e-mail or a short phone call can make with your fundraisers.
Add the personal touch to increase follow through and to turn one-time
fundraisers into repeat fundraisers.
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Moving Beyond Your Launch
After the initial push from your launch begins to wind down, you will need
to find ways to keep your supporters fundraising throughout the year. The
best way to do this is by creating quarterly initiatives. Divide the year up
into three-month segments, create a theme for each one, and develop a
marketing push to go along with each theme.

1. THE BENEFITS OF QUARTERLY INITIATIVES
Quarterly initiatives are important for a few reasons. First, they will
help you keep people engaged. By dividing the year into quarters and
introducing a new initiative each quarter, you will prevent your supporterdriven fundraising from becoming stale. The content will stay timely and
fresh.
Second, quarterly initiatives help you maximize participation. Not
everybody will want to participate in your first initiative but they may love
your second one. Creating different initiatives means that you’re giving
supporters more chances to get involved.
Third, by repeating your quarterly initiatives each year, you will set yourself
up for long-term success. Your end goal should be building a community
of fundraisers who keep coming back year after year. By establishing
quarterly campaigns, you are laying the groundwork for this to happen.
People will figure out their favorite initiatives and (eventually) will look
forward to participating in them year after year.
If this sounds difficult, let us assure you, it’s really not. All it takes is a little
time and a little creativity. If you’re feeling short on inspiration though,
there’s one super easy way to come up with quarterly initiatives…just let
the natural rhythm of the year be your guide!
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2. FOLLOW THE SEASONS
One way to create your quarterly initiatives is to simply follow the seasons.
People naturally associate certain events and activities with different times
of year. You can use this to your advantage by building a theme around
each season’s activities:
Winter — The holiday season is the perfect time to get supporters
creating fundraisers. Challenge them to ask for donations instead of
presents, to host holiday fundraising parties, or to get creative with their
own holiday fundraising ideas.
Spring — As winter changes to spring you can be sure of a few things…
people will be getting back outside and they’ll be looking to lose a few
pounds before beach season. Ask your supporters to go on walks or
run road races for you. Create a “get back in shape” challenge. Have
supporters ask for donations from friends and family in exchange for
committing to lose weight or sticking with an exercise regime.
Summer — Summertime means, beaches, barbeques, and sun. Why not
challenge your supporters to host a volleyball or whiffle ball tournament for
your cause? How about a backyard barbeque for charity?
Fall — The school year begins, the weather cools, and the leaves change
color. The fall season invites introspection. Ask your supporters what they
care about this fall. Inspire them to raise money for your organization by
raking leaves, picking apples, or any other fall activity they might enjoy!

3. PUBLICIZE
Remember, just like coming up with a great launch idea was only part of
the battle, coming up with cool ideas for your quarterly initiatives is not the
endgame. You need to publicize your initiatives to your supporters. Take
a multifaceted approach and be persistent. Click here for another look at
ways to publicize.
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Creating and Sustaining a
Community of Fundraisers
1. FOLLOW THROUGH
As your supporters wrap up their individual fundraisers you should be
reaching out to them directly. Thank them for their efforts and give them a
sneak peak at the next initiative you plan to launch.
After one of your quarterly initiatives winds down, send out a recap to all

participants and highlight outstanding achievements. Keeping the lines of
communication open and reinforcing participants will help you maximize
participation across successive quarters and (ultimately) over the years.
At the end of your first year, send out a recap to all your fundraisers. Let
them know what their impact was in year one, ask them for advice on how
to improve the process, and challenge them to meet your year two goals!

2. TEAM ‘YOUR ORG’
To turn your supporter-driven fundraising into a well-oiled machine, you
need to find ways to make your organization a part of your supporters’
identities. You need to make their participation in your initiatives a regular
part of their lives. Something they are proud to identify with. Something
they look forward to doing year after year.
S O H O W D O Y O U D O T H AT ?

Well for starters, you need to make your initiatives fun, but beyond that…
here’s how:
Gear — Lots of charities sell T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, and other
clothing items to supporters. To get your fundraisers identifying with your
organization, develop some special items exclusively for supporters that
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participate in your initiatives. People will love to show off the fact that they
are involved with your cause and they will love belonging to an exclusive
group of supporters…Team ‘Your Org.’ With supporters wearing their team
gear like a badge of honor they will come identify with your organization
more and more over time. Once your ‘team members’ start to see their
participation as part of who
they are, it will become MUCH
more difficult for them to stop
How about some virtual gear?
participating.
Take it one step further by
giving your supporters some
Group Recognition — To
online graphics to play around
enhance the sense that your
with. Create a web badge
participants belong to an
exclusively for team members,
exclusive group of supporters
send the image out, and let
you should seek to recognize
social networking do the rest.
them in different ways. For
Encourage team members
instance, you could feature team
to share the badge on their
members on a page of your
Facebook and Twitter feeds or
website or highlight them in your
to use it as a profile picture. By
newsletters. By recognizing the
limiting access to the badge to
group, you will reinforce the
team members, you will create a
sense among your fundraisers
sense of exclusivity and pride that
that they belong to a cohesive
supporters will want to share!
unit. Again, this element of
identification will drive repeat
participation over the years.

Social Events — Set up some social events just for your team members
(or encourage them to set them up on their own). By getting your
fundraisers to interact on a personal level you will generate a sense of
community that will underscore their commitment to the group and (by
extension) to your organization.
Specific Communications — Try developing a newsletter just for your
team members. Give them advance notice of your quarterly initiatives and
invite them to take leadership roles by raising extra money or recruiting
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participants. Consider creating an exclusive section of your website for
team members. Once someone finishes hosting their first fundraiser they
get their password to the team area and all the exclusive content inside!

Thank You.
Seriously, thanks. We appreciate you taking time to read this. Especially
this part down here at the bottom…we didn’t think anyone would read
this part. You’re the best! If you have any questions at all about how to
get your “Get Involved” button up, how to launch it, or how to grow your
fundraising over time just say hello. We’re friendly- promise.
Cheers,

We’re here to help.

Contact a Classy team member
today to learn more about
launching your own fundraising
campaigns. We’ll work around
your schedule.
Contact our team member today »
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